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Abstract

Electrochemical carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction (ECR) is a promising technology

to produce valuable fuels and feedstocks from CO2. Despite large efforts to develop

ECR catalysts, the investigation of the catalytic performance and electrochemical

behavior of complex metal oxides, especially perovskite oxides, is rarely reported.

Here, the inorganic perovskite oxide Ag‐doped (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3–δ

(LSA0.05M) is reported as an efficient electrocatalyst for ECR to CO for the first

time, which exhibits a Faradaic efficiency (FE) of 84.3%, a remarkable mass activity

of 75A g−1 (normalized to the mass of Ag), and stability of 130 h at a moderate

overpotential of 0.79 V. The LSA0.05M catalyst experiences structure

reconstruction during ECR, creating the in operando‐formed interface between

the perovskite and the evolved Ag phase. The evolved Ag is uniformly distributed

with a small particle size on the perovskite surface. Theoretical calculations

indicate the reconstruction of LSA0.05M during ECR and reveal that the

perovskite–Ag interface provides adsorption sites for CO2 and accelerates the
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desorption of the *CO intermediate to enhance ECR. This study presents a novel

high‐performance perovskite catalyst for ECR and may inspire the future design of

electrocatalysts via the in operando formation of metal–metal oxide interfaces.

KEYWORD S

electrochemical CO2 reduction, faradaic efficiencies, interfaces, perovskite oxides

1 | INTRODUCTION

The continuous increase of CO2 in the atmosphere due to
the excessive combustion of fossil fuels has aroused general
concerns about the global climate. How to capture, store,
and convert atmospheric CO2, has, therefore, become an
important topic.1–4 Electrochemical CO2 reduction (ECR)
technology, driven by renewable energy sources, offers a
promising avenue for the conversion of CO2 into valuable
chemicals and fuels.5,6 However, high overpotentials tend
to be required to break the thermodynamically stable
carbon–oxygen bond, leading to the low energy efficiency of
the whole system.7–9 Another challenge of ECR in aqueous
solution comes from the competitive hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER), which consumes cathodic electrons to
produce hydrogen, degrading the ECR selectivity and
overall energy efficiency.10–14

Enormous efforts have been devoted to developing
ECR catalysts to address this challenge, and several
design strategies have been proposed to guide the
development of catalysts over the past decades.15–19 It
has recently been demonstrated that interface engineer-
ing can significantly improve catalytic performance20–22

with two different components at the interface able to
stabilize the key intermediate during ECR synergisti-
cally.23,24 Constructing the metal and carbon‐based
interface is a simple but useful approach. For example,
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) embedded in a graphene
nanoribbon (GNR) matrix exhibited improved activity,
selectivity, and stability toward CO production, as a
result of the AuNP–GNR interface.25 Metal and single‐
metal oxide interfaces are also frequently reported in
ECR.21,26 One of our recent works designed an Ag/Ag‐
doped CeO2 nanocomposite with a rich and stable three‐
dimensional (3D) interface for efficient CO2 electrore-
duction.20 Lee et al.27 demonstrated that Cu–ceria
interfaces could enhance the selectivity of ethylene and
suppress the HER during electroreduction of CO2. A 3D
network containing metallic Cu, CeOx nanoparticles, and
carbon nanofibers (Cu/CeOx@CNFs) was constructed by
Zong et al.,28 enabling the beneficial adsorption of the
intermediates to produce CO as a result of the Cu–CeOx

interface. Apart from ceria, other metal oxides, such as

TiO2 and In2O3, can also serve as supports to form
metal–oxide interfaces.11,29,30 Briefly, these interfaces are
typically constructed during the preparation of catalysts,
before the electrocatalytic reaction. Investigations, which
involve the in operando formation of such interfaces
during ECR and the utilization of complex metal oxides
as supporting materials, are rarely reported.

Perovskite oxides may offer new opportunities for the
in operando formation of interfaces beneficial to ECR to
CO.31–34 The A‐site elements of perovskite oxides are
typically alkaline earth or rare earth elements, which
may promote the absorption of carbon dioxide.35,36

Elements may exsolve from perovskite oxides into a
surface cluster during ECR,37,38 creating an interface
between the evolved component and the bulk perovskite.
To date, studies of perovskite oxides in ECR have mainly
focused on the La2CuO4 catalyst. Schwartz et al.39

pioneered research applying La1.8Sr0.2CuO4 for ECR to
alcohol. Chen et al.38 reported an efficient La2CuO4

catalyst for ECR to methane, reporting the structural
evolution of the perovskite during the electrochemical
reaction, with theoretical calculations revealing that the
formed Cu/La2CuO4 interface played an important role
in the CO2 methanation process.

In contrast, however, Pi et al.40 synthesized novel
SrSnO3 perovskite nanowires for ECR to formate with
remarkable selectivity over a broad potential window.
Interestingly, the structure and composition of SrSnO3

were unchanged after ECR, confirmed by ex‐situ charac-
terization.40 More recently, they developed a nanobamboo
La2CuO4 perovskite for ECR to ethylene and reported the
stable valence of Cu in La2CuO4 during ECR using in situ
X‐ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS).41 Substantially more
effort is required to clarify both the structural stability and
composition of perovskite catalysts during ECR, which is
essential to guiding the development of new perovskite
catalysts for efficient and selective ECR.42–44

Herein, we report the first study of the Ag‐doped
perovskite oxide (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3–δ (LSA0.05M)
as an efficient electrocatalyst for ECR to CO product.
Experimentally, the LSA0.05M catalyst exhibits an 84.3%
Faradaic efficiency (FE) toward CO and high mass
activity of 75 A g−1 at an overpotential of 0.79 V, coupled
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with a stable operation for 130 h. The introduction of Ag
into the perovskite is confirmed as essential for ECR to
CO. The structural reconstruction of LSA0.05M during
ECR is investigated, and we find that Ag+ in the near‐
surface of LSA0.05M evolves into small metallic Ag
particles, enabling the in operando formation of an
interface between the Ag and perovskite. Compared to a
physical mixture of Ag and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3–δ (LSM), the
in operando‐formed interface plays a significant role in
improving ECR performance. A theoretical study indi-
cates the in operando formation of an interface between
the evolved Ag and the perovskite in LSA0.05M during
ECR. The interface is shown to provide a favorable
adsorption site for CO2 and accelerate the desorption of
the *CO intermediate to enhance ECR. Our work
presents not only a novel efficient electrocatalyst for
ECR but also a path for future work applying the in
operando interface construction technique to advance
electrochemical reactions.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 | Materials synthesis

The perovskite oxides LaMnO3, LSM, LSA0.03M, LSA0.05M,
and LSA0.1M were synthesized by a combined ethylenedia-
minetetraacetic acid‐citric acid (EDTA‐CA) complexing
sol–gel process. Briefly, taking the synthesis of LSA0.05M
as an example, stoichiometric amounts of La(NO3)3·6H2O,
Sr(NO3)2, Ag(NO)3, and Mn(CH3COO)2·4H2O (all of the
analytical grade; Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.)
were dissolved in deionized water. Then CA and EDTA
(Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.) were added in
sequence as complexing agents at a molar ratio of 2:1:1 for
CA/EDTA/total metal ions. The pH value of the solution
was adjusted to ~6 with the help of an aqueous ammonium
hydroxide solution (28wt.% NH3 in H2O; Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.). The solution was intensively
and continuously stirred at 90°C for 4 h to yield a
transparent gel. This gel was first heated at 200°C for 8 h
and then calcined in pure O2 at 800°C for 5 h to obtain the
final perovskite powder. Polycrystalline Ag foil (0.127mm
thick, 99.9%, annealed) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Ag
powder (99.9% metals basis, 1μm) was purchased from
Aladdin Industrial Corporation. All chemicals were used as
received without further purification.

2.2 | Characterization

The crystal structure of the catalysts was studied by
laboratory X‐ray diffraction (Lab. XRD) patterns acquired

on a Rigaku Smartlab with filtered Cu‐Kα radiation,
synchrotron X‐ray diffraction (Syn. XRD) using synchrotron
radiation at the TLS BL01C2 of NSRRC in Taiwan, China
(λ=0.825847(56)Å), and high‐resolution neutron powder
diffraction (NPD) using the high‐resolution neutron powder
diffractometer Echidna45 at the Australian Nuclear Science
and Technology Organization (λ=2.43733(314)Å), respec-
tively. The wavelengths of the NPD and Syn. XRD were
determined using data for the La11B6 NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology) standard reference
material 660b. GSAS‐Ⅱ was employed to perform a
combined Rietveld analysis of the Syn. XRD and NPD data
using the starting phase with R c3̄ space group symmetry.46

High‐resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED), high‐
angle annular dark‐field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF‐STEM), and energy‐dispersive X‐ray
spectroscopy mapping were performed on a transmission
electron microscope (FEI Tecnai G2T20) operating at 200kV.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
using a scanning electron micro‐analyzer (Hitachi S‐4800).
X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were obtained
using a PHI5000 VersaProbe spectrometer with an Al‐Kα
X‐ray source. N2 adsorption–desorption was performed on a
BELSOR‐II instrument using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda methods to analyze the
specific surface area and pore volume distribution of the
samples.

Soft and hard XAS were conducted at the 11 A
beamline of TPS and 44 A beamline of TLS in NSRRC
(Taiwan, China), respectively. The soft XAS data were
measured in total electron yield (TEY) mode and hard
XAS data were recorded in transmission mode.

2.3 | Electrode preparation and ECR
performance measurements

The as‐prepared perovskite catalyst (10 mg) and carbon
black (Super P Li, 10mg; LiZhiYuan) were ultrasonically
suspended in a mixture containing Nafion solution
(5 wt%, 0.1 mL; DuPont) and absolute ethanol (1 mL,
analytical reagent from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd.) to form the electrode ink. Then, 30 μL of this
homogeneous ink was transferred onto a prepolished
glassy carbon electrode (GCE) with a diameter of 8 mm.
The electrode was naturally dried at room temperature
serving as the working electrode.

Electrochemical reduction performance was evalu-
ated in a gas‐tight H‐cell reactor at 25°C. A Nafion 117
membrane was mounted in the middle of the cell for the
separation of two chambers. The GCE and a reference
electrode (Ag/AgCl) were fixed in the cathodic chamber,
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while a Pt foil counter electrode was used in the anodic
chamber. Each chamber was filled with 50mL KHCO3

(99.99%; Macklin) electrolyte (0.1 M), leaving a ~50mL
headspace. The applied potentials and the current were
controlled by a CHI 760E workstation, and all potentials
were recalculated into RHE by E (V vs. RHE) = E (V vs.
Ag/AgCl) + 0.1989 + 0.0591 × pH unless otherwise
stated. CO2 with high purity (99.999%; Shangyuan) was
purged into the H‐cell for ~1 h before the reaction and
was continuously supplied at a rate of 30 mLmin−1

during the ECR measurement.
Gaseous products were directly imported into and

analyzed by an online gas chromatograph (GC; HOPE
9860) with a thermal conductivity detector and flame
ionization detectors. The liquid‐phase products were
detected by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H
NMR) spectroscopy using a Bruker ACF‐400 instrument.

2.4 | Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations

All calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab‐
initio Simulation Package.47 To address the surface
dipole moment in the periodic boundary condition, a
dipole correction was included.48 The projector‐
augmented wavefunction method describing electron‐
core interactions was employed.49 The electron
exchange‐correlation was described through the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional in a plane wave
pseudopotential implementation within the generalized
gradient approximation.50 Grimme's semi‐empirical cor-
rection for the dispersion potential (DFT‐D3) was applied
to include long‐range dispersion.51 The plane wave cutoff
energies were chosen to be 700 and 450 eV for the bulk
conventional crystal cells and the slab models, respec-
tively. A gamma‐centered 3 × 3 × 1 k‐points grid in the
Brillouin zone was automatically generated through the
Monkhorst–Pack technique.52 Gaussian smearing of width
0.1 eV was applied. The electronic self‐consistent iteration
convergence criterion was set to be 1.0 × 10−5 eV, and the
convergence tolerance of force acting on each free atom
was 0.03 eV/Å.

The bulk LaMnO3 conventional crystal structure
obtained from the Crystallography Open Database53 (ID
# 1006141,54 a= 5.537 Å, b= 5.747 Å, c= 7.693 Å, α=
β= γ= 90°) was first fully relaxed. Then the (001) slabs
were cleaved from the optimized bulk crystal cell. There
are two types of truncated terminations of (001) crystal
surface, that is, the LaO termination and the MnO2

termination. The calculated cleavage energy of the
surface with the LaO termination is smaller (Note S1);
therefore, the LaO (001) surface model was used to

investigate the ECR mechanism in the present study. The
(2 X 2) eight‐layer‐supercells were constructed with a 20‐
Å vacuum space along the z‐axis to avoid the interaction
between two adjacent images. The coordinates of the
slabs were first optimized without adsorbates. The La3+

in the converged slab models was then substituted by six
Sr2+ and two Ag+ to mimic the LSA0.05M (001) surface.
To study the effect of doped Ag+ and Sr2+, the model
with two Ag+ substituted two La3+ in the top LaO layer
(referred to as LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag model) and the model
with two Sr2+ substituted two La3+ in the top LaO layer
(referred to as LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr model) were built. The
doped surfaces proceeded to the optimization procedure
(Figure S20). The CO and COOH intermediates with
several different initial configurations were placed on the
optimized LaMnO3 and LSA0.05M (001) surfaces, and
then the systems were optimized to obtain the binding
configurations, during which the bottom four atomic
layers were fixed. The adsorption energy was calculated
using the following Equation 1:

E E E EΔ = ‐ ‐ ,ads slab+adsorbate slab adsorbate (1)

where Eslab + adsorbate, Eslab, and Eadsorbate are the energy
of the surface with adsorbate, the energy of the surface
without adsorbate, and the energy of the isolated
adsorbate, respectively. A negative value of ΔEads means
stable adsorption of the adsorbate on the perovskite
surface, the more negative the more stable.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Characterization of pristine
perovskite oxide

We prepared LSM for comparison with LSA0.05M. Both
catalysts were prepared by a sol–gel method.55,56 Their
crystal structures were first investigated by Lab. XRD
with filtered Cu Kα radiation. As seen in Figure 1A, all
diffraction peaks of LSM and LSA0.05M were indexed to
a single‐phase perovskite oxide, demonstrating phase
purity57,58 and the successful doping of Ag into the
perovskite host lattice. Considering the small amount of
Ag in LSA0.05M and to gain more information from the
O and Mn in the presence of the heavier metals, Syn.
XRD and NPD were employed, respectively, to further
confirm the phase and structure of LSA0.05M. Combined
structural refinement using both Syn. XRD and NPD data
(refinement profiles are shown in Figure 1B,C and
refined parameters are summarized in Table S1) con-
firmed R c3̄ space group symmetry (Figure S1). HRTEM
image of LSA0.05M exhibited a (102) interplanar
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distance of 3.92 Å (Figure 1D). HAADF‐STEM and
corresponding elemental mapping of LSA0.05M
(Figure 1E) demonstrated a homogeneous distribution
of La, Sr, Ag, and Mn, further confirming the uniform
doping of Ag into the perovskite oxide. The morphology
of LSM and LSA0.05M (Figure S2 and Figure 1F) was
studied using SEM and TEM. Different from typical
sintered particles of (sub)micrometer‐scale size,59 both
LSM and LSA0.05M samples displayed interconnected
nanoparticles of 30–50 nm. This conclusion is supported
by BET surface area and calculated pore volume
distribution using nitrogen adsorption and desorption
isotherms (Figure S3). We note that active site exposure

likely increases with the specific surface area along with
decreasing sizes of particles and is generally beneficial to
improving the performance of heterogeneous catalysis.

The electronic structures of the catalysts were first
explored by surface‐sensitive XPS.60–62 Both La and Sr in
LSM and LSA0.05M samples share similar chemical states
(Figure S4A–C). The presence of Ag+ in LSA0.05M was
directly confirmed by the Ag 3d spectra (Figure S4E). The
binding energy of Mn in perovskite oxides may be affected
by both the doping of Ag and the oxygen vacancy
concentration (Figure S4D,F).33,58 Soft XAS at the Mn‐L
edge was performed in TEY mode, which is very sensitive
to the valence state63–65 and the local environment of Mn

FIGURE 1 Structural characterization. (A) Lab. XRD data of LSM and LSA0.05M. Data are shown as a line and offset in y for clarity.
Joint Rietveld refinement profiles using (B) Syn. XRD and (C) NPD data of LSA0.05M. (D) HRTEM image of LSA0.05M. (E) HAADF‐STEM
image of LSA0.05M and the corresponding elemental mapping. The scale bar is 100 nm. (F) TEM image of LSA0.05M. (G) Soft XAS data at
the Mn‐L3 edge collected in TEY mode for LSA0.05M and two reference samples. (H) XANES spectra at the Ag K‐edge for LSA0.05M, Ag2O,
and Ag foil samples. HAADF‐STEM, high‐angle annular dark‐field scanning transmission electron microscopy; HRTEM, high‐resolution
transmission electron microscopy; Lab. XRD, laboratory X‐ray diffraction; LSM, La0.8Sr0.2MnO3–δ; LSA0.05M, (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3‐δ;
NPD, neutron powder diffraction; Syn. XRD, synchrotron‐based X‐ray diffraction; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; TEY, total
electron yield; XANES, X‐ray absorption near edge structure; XAS, X‐ray absorption spectroscopy.
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ions.66,67 As shown in Figure 1G, the Mn L3 spectrum of
LSA0.05M locates between those of Mn3+ reference
LaMnO3 and Mn4+ reference Sr3Mn2O7, indicating the
Mn3.5+ valence state. The fitting result of soft XAS at Mn
L2,3 edge further confirmed the Mn3.5+ valence state in
LSA0.05M (Figure S5). The hard X‐ray absorption near
edge structure spectra at the Ag K‐edge indicate the
oxidation state of Ag+ in the perovskite lattice of
LSA0.05M by comparison with those of Ag2O and Ag foil
references (Figure 1H).

It is noted that the existence of Ag2O in LSA0.05M is
nearly impossible as Ag2O will break down into metallic Ag
at high temperatures (~300°C).10 Our materials characteri-
zation experiments, therefore, support LSA0.05M being
phase pure.

3.2 | Electrocatalytic performance
measurements

Measurements of the electroreduction of CO2 were con-
ducted in 0.1M KHCO3 in a Nafion membrane‐separated
H‐type cell. Step electrolysis experiments at various
potentials were performed on the prepared catalysts to
evaluate their selectivity and activity. The gaseous and
liquid products were analyzed by an online GC and
offline H1 nuclear magnetic resonance (H1 NMR)

spectroscopy, respectively. For the pure LaMnO3 and
LSM catalysts, only H2 could be detected, indicating
catalytic activity for HER rather than ECR (Figure S6).

The doping of small amounts of Ag into the
perovskite lattice creates active sites and dramatically
activates the ECR performance (Figure 2). The total
current of LSA0.05M outperforms LSM, roughly indicat-
ing the effectiveness of Ag doping to enhance ECR
activity (Figure S7). Then, the mass activity of LSA0.05M
was obtained by normalizing the current to the mass of
Ag in LSA0.05M. As seen in Figure 2A, the total current
density reaches ~75mAmg−1 at an applied potential of
−0.9 V versus RHE. When the potential shifts to −1.2 V
versus RHE, the current density reaches 400mAmg−1.
The selectivity of LSA0.05M at various potentials is
displayed in Figure 2B. The FE of CO presented a
volcano‐shaped relationship with the applied potentials,
where the maximum of 84.3% was achieved at a
moderate overpotential of 0.79 V. The FE of CO achieved
by LSA0.05M is much higher than that of traditional
polycrystalline Ag foil.10 A small amount of CH4 (FE =
2.8%) was detected at a high overpotential of 1.09 V.
Generally speaking, CH4 product is more often observed
in Cu‐based catalysts. However, CH4 can also be
produced by metal Ag catalyst from ECR reaction.68

From the point of Kuhl et al.,68 the activity and selectivity
for ECR to methane are related to the surface's binding

FIGURE 2 Electrochemical reduction in 0.1M KHCO3 solution. (A) Mass activity (MA) of LSA0.05M at different potentials. (B) FE of
LSA0.05M at different potentials. (C) CO FE of LSA0.05M, LSA0.05M‐H2/Ar, and LSM+Ag catalysts at different potentials. Lines through
the points are a guide to the eye. (D) Current density jtotal, CO FE, and H2 FE of LSA0.05M at −0.9 V. (E) Performance parameter
comparison including stability (jtotal), MA, and CO FE, against overpotential, for several representative Ag‐based catalysts. FE, Faradaic
efficiency; LSM, La0.8Sr0.2MnO3–δ; LSA0.05M, (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3–δ.
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energy of CO. Typically, CO intermediate adsorbs weakly
on the Ag surface, making CO reduction competing
against the very kinetically fast process of CO desorption.
Therefore, only at the extremely high overpotential
can the rate of CO reduction to CH4 begin to compete
with the rate of CO desorption. In addition, the
oxophilicity of the surface also plays a significant
role in determining the CH4 selectivity. The perovskite
surface within the perovskite–Ag interface may
improve the binding energy of Oads, thus promoting the
production of CH4 at a high overpotential.

Furthermore, considering the possible evolution of
Ag from the perovskite lattice during ECR as reported
for another perovskite catalyst,38 two further samples
were prepared for comparison: LSA0.05M treated under
a reducing atmosphere at high temperature (LSA0.05M‐
H2/Ar) and a sample produced by the physical mixing of
LSM with Ag (LSM+Ag). XRD peaks corresponding to
the Ag phase are weak in LSA0.05M‐H2/Ar (Figure S8A),
possibly owing to the tiny amount of Ag; however, SEM
shows evidence for an evolved phase in LSA0.05M/H2‐
Ar (Figure S8B). The mass concentration of Ag in
LSM+Ag is a little higher than that in LSA0.05M. The
XRD data confirm the expected phase composition of
the metallic Ag and LSM in LSM+Ag (Figure S8A). As
shown in Figure 2C and S8C, both catalysts showed a
remarkably inferior ability to convert CO2 into CO, with
limited FE (<30%) at all tested potentials. This result
possibly indicates the crucial role of the interface formed
between the metal and perovskite in enhancing ECR.
The determination of the structure and composition of
LSA0.05M after ECR is important to understanding this
further.

The stability of LSA0.05M is impressive (Figure 2D),
with a nearly unchanged CO FE (~82.2%) and geometric
current density after 130 h of electrolysis. A comprehen-
sive assessment of the ECR performance of various Ag‐
based catalysts will compare the multiple key parameters
jointly. Accordingly, the mass activity, CO FE, and
stability of current density alongside the corresponding
overpotential, for some representative Ag‐based catalysts
including LSA0.05M in KHCO3 electrolyte are, summa-
rized in Table S2 and presented as a four‐parameter radar
map for selected catalysts in Figure 2E.69–71 This
comparison reveals that despite a mild‐range over-
potential and CO FE, the mass activity and current
density stability of LSA0.05M are remarkably superior to
other catalysts.

The effect of the Ag concentration doped into the
perovskite on ECR performance is also discussed. Two
other catalysts, (La0.8Sr0.2)0.97Ag0.03MnO3 (LSA0.03M) and
(La0.8Sr0.2)0.9Ag0.1MnO3 (LSA0.1M), were prepared using
a similar method to LSA0.05M. Figure S9A,B shows Lab.

XRD and Syn. XRD data for these samples revealing the
appearance of peaks corresponding to metallic Ag in
LSA0.1M. The morphologies of LSA0.03M and LSA0.1M
are similar to that of LSA0.05M, as shown in
Figure S9C,D. The ECR performance of these catalysts
was then tested by comparing the CO FE and total current
density as a function of potential for the samples as a
function of Ag concentration, as shown in Figure S10,
with the LSA0.05M catalyst displaying the best CO FE
among these. This result may inspire future work to
optimize the concentration of Ag in this perovskite for
promoting ECR performance.

3.3 | In operando formation of the
interface between metallic Ag and
perovskite phases

Typically, perovskite oxide catalysts may suffer structure
and/or phase reconstruction, particularly the partial
evolution of metallic elements due to the applied
cathodic potential.38 This behavior may offer a great
opportunity to in operando create an interface between
the evolved metal and the bulk perovskite phase,
enabling active sites in the interface region with unique
catalytic properties. Figure 3A shows a schematic
representation of the interface between the evolved Ag
and perovskite phases. The morphology of the LSA0.05M
catalyst seems to be unchanged after ECR at different
times, as shown in Figure S11. Syn. XRD data of
LSA0.05M following 2 h of catalytic reaction
(LSA0.05M‐after ECR) is shown in Figure 3B, together
with data for several reference samples, where reflections
from metallic Ag in the data for LSA0.1M are identified
by asterisks. Data reveal that the bulk crystal structure of
LSA0.05M is preserved after ECR, as corroborated by Lab
XRD (Figure S12A). Similarly, the crystal structure of
LSA0.05M‐after ECR is further confirmed using an
HRTEM image, as shown in Figure S12B. Given the
relatively minor amount of Ag in LSA0.05M, the
possibility of Ag evolution from the perovskite cannot
be arbitrarily excluded.

As shown in Figure 3C, the Mn L3 XAS spectrum of
LSA0.05M after ECR exhibits a strong sharp peak at
640.2 eV, which locates at the same energy as the main
peak of the MnO spectrum, demonstrating a decrease in
the valence state of Mn ions after ECR, which may
protect the bulk perovskite structure from the reductive
electrolysis conditions. The change of the Ag valence
state in LSA0.05M was then investigated. Considering
that evolved Ag may adhere to the perovskite surface, we
utilized XPS (a surface‐sensitive technique) to determine
the Ag valence state. XPS in Ag 3d region of LSA0.05M
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and LSA0.05M‐after ECR alongside their analysis are
shown in Figure 3D,E and Figure S12C. The binding
energy of Ag 3d5/2 of the pristine LSA0.05M was similar
to that of the Ag2O reference. Analysis of the XPS data
revealed a concentration of 98% Ag+ in LSA0.05M,
indicating the successful doping of Ag into the perovskite
lattice. After ECR, the binding energy of Ag 3d5/2 is
shifted positively, suggesting the decrease of Ag valence
state in the LSA0.05M‐after ECR sample. A concentra-
tion of 95% for Ag0 is determined from the XPS data at
the Ag 3d5/2 region. Furthermore, the SAED of the
LSA0.05M‐after ECR sample (Figure S12D,E) reveals
perovskite lattice (102(_)) and (104) planes, as well as the
much weaker metal Ag lattice (111) plane, confirming
the coexistence of these two phases. The change of

crystal and electronic structure of catalysts following
ECR evidences the evolution of Ag from the perovskite
lattice during ECR. The in operando‐evolved Ag presents
a great dispersity with a small particle size on the surface,
creating an interface between Ag and the bulk perovskite
that correlates with enhanced ECR performance. As
revealed in the theoretical calculations, this interface
may provide important adsorption sites for CO2, weak-
ening the adsorption of *COOH and *CO to facilitate CO
production.

The evolution process of Ag from the perovskite may
also be revealed by electrochemical working data.
Figure S13 shows current during applied cathodic
potential, which decreased initially (within ~300 s) before
reaching a steady stage. This phenomenon is similar to

FIGURE 3 (A) Schematic representation of the interface between the evolved Ag and perovskite, where the dashed green circle
represents a vacancy formed. (B) Syn. XRD data of catalysts. Data are shown as a line and offset in y for clarity. (C) Ex situ XAS at the Mn
L‐edge. XPS data and analysis at the Ag 3d5/2 region of (D) LSA0.05M and (E) LSA0.05M‐after ECR of 2 h. ECR, electrochemical CO2

reduction; LSA0.05M, (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3–δ; Syn. XRD, synchrotron‐based X‐ray diffraction; XAS, X‐ray absorption spectroscopy;
XPS, X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
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previous research reporting the in operando transition of
Ag2O to Ag during ECR.10 XPS result of the material after
300 s electrolysis confirmed a decrease of the Ag valence
state, supporting the evolution of Ag from the perovskite
lattice, as shown in Figure S14. The linear sweep
voltammetry curves and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy after ECR at different times were collected
to further elucidate the reconstruction process, as shown
in Figure S15. The current density and charge transfer
process of LSA0.05M were improved after 15min ECR
reaction, which was possibly due to the evolution of Ag
and the formation of the perovskite–Ag interface. In
summary, we propose that the initial decrease in current
density corresponds to the evolution of Ag from the
perovskite lattice, after which the electrochemical CO2

reduction reaction proceeds at the formed Ag–perovskite
interface.

3.4 | Theoretical studies

We performed a theoretical study based on DFT calcula-
tions to investigate the electrochemical behavior of
LSA0.05M during ECR. For comparison, the model based
on LaMnO3 perovskite oxide was also constructed to obtain
insight into the effects of Sr2+ and Ag+ doping on ECR
performance. We studied the thermodynamic properties of
reactions and the adsorption properties of intermediates

important to ECR on the (001) crystal surfaces using the
DFT method. According to previous studies,10,26,72 the
following reaction mechanism is considered:

eCO (g) + H + + * *COOH,2
+ − → (2)

e*COOH + H + *CO + H O(l),+ −
2→ (3)

*CO CO(g) + *.→ (4)

The most stable adsorption configurations of carboxyl
(*COOH) and *CO species (* denotes one adsorption site)
on LaMnO3 (001) surface, LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surface,
and LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr surface, respectively, are shown
in Figure 4. The ΔEads of *COOH and *CO on the
LaMnO3 (001) surface are −4.38 and −1.71 eV, respec-
tively (Figure 4A,D). Both *COOH and *CO adsorb at the
bridge site of two La3+. The C atom of *COOH/*CO is
above the second‐layer O atom (Figure S16). The ΔEads of
*COOH and *CO on the LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr surface is
−4.53 and −0.34 eV, respectively. That is, the Sr site
results in stronger adsorption of *COOH and weaker
adsorption of *CO compared with the undoped LaMnO3

(001) surface. Both *COOH and *CO adsorb over the Sr2+

(Figure 4C,F).
Relatively, the ΔEads of *COOH and *CO on the

LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surface are −3.71 and −1.47 eV,
respectively, which are less negative with respect to those

FIGURE 4 The most stable adsorption configurations of *COOH on (A) LaMnO3 (001) surface, (B) LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surface, and
(C) LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr surface. The most stable adsorption configurations of *CO on (D) LaMnO3 (001) surface, (E) LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag
surface, and (F) LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr surface. These distances are all in Angstroms. LSA0.05M, (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3‐δ.
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on LaMnO3 (001) surface. The possible reason might be
that the adsorption of COOH and CO leads to the
evolution of nearby Ag+ from the crystal lattice to form
Ag (Figure 4B,E). This is consistent with the current
experimental results. The weak binding of Ag to ECR
intermediates has been widely reported.28 We also
calculated the adsorption of COOH and CO on the three
low‐index crystal surfaces of Ag (Ag (100), Ag (110), and
Ag (111)). The ΔEads of *COOH and *CO on the three
surfaces are ca. −2.0 and −0.5 eV (Table S3), respectively,
demonstrating much weaker adsorption compared with
the perovskite.

To get a better understanding of the adsorption
properties of COOH and CO at the interface formed by
LaMnO3 and Ag, we constructed the LaMnO3–Ag cluster
interface model as shown in Figure S17. The ΔEads of
*COOH and *CO (Figure S18) at the interface are −3.74
and −1.42 eV, respectively, which are comparable with
those on the LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surface.

Briefly, our calculations indicate the formation of an
interface between the perovskite and the evolved Ag in
LSA0.05M during ECR. This interface may serve as an
important adsorption site for ECR to CO, weakening the
adsorption of *COOH and *CO.

The calculated free energy diagrams at 0 V versus the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) and pH 6.8 are
shown in Figure 5. The reaction (2) is uphill on both
LaMnO3 (001) and LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surfaces with a
reaction free energy (ΔGr) of 1.04 and 0.64 eV, respec-
tively, revealing that the protonated dissociation of
*COOH to *CO is the potential determining step (PDS).
The limiting potential (UL) on the LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag
surface (−0.64 V) is 0.4 V higher than that on the
LaMnO3 (001) surface (−1.04 V). This means that the
doped Ag adsorption site reduces the overpotential of
ECR to CO dramatically. The free energy diagram of the
LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr surface is different from those of the
LaMnO3 (001) and the LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surfaces in
which the reaction (2) is the potential determining step
resulting in a UL of −1.21 V. This indicates that the doped
Sr adsorption site increases the overpotential of ECR
to CO.

The ΔGr of reaction (2) is −0.84 and −0.10 eV on the
LaMnO3 (001) and LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surfaces, respec-
tively, demonstrating that the activation of CO2 via
protonation to form *COOH is facilitated on both
surfaces. The ΔGr of reaction (4) is 0.82 and 0.50 eV on
the LaMnO3 (001) and LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surfaces,
respectively, indicating that the desorption of *CO is
nonspontaneous on both surfaces. The free energy
diagram property of the LaMnO3–Ag cluster interface
model (Figure S18C) is quite similar to that of the
LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surface.

Nevertheless, our calculations reveal that the doped
Ag adsorption site, which shows the potential to form
the perovskite–Ag interface, weakens the binding of CO
and COOH, reducing the overpotential. Therefore, an
appropriate doping concentration should benefit the
production of CO.

The free energy diagrams of the LaMnO3 (001) and
the LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surfaces are quite different from
the case of Ag surfaces in which the formation of *COOH
is the PDS, while the dissociation of *COOH and the
desorption of *CO are downhill due to the weak
adsorption of *COOH and *CO as shown in Figure S19.
Similar thermodynamics of Ag for ECR has been
reported previously.73,74 In conclusion, the calculations
demonstrate that the LaMnO3 perovskite can strongly
adsorb *COOH and *CO, which facilitates activation of
CO2, and however, makes subsequent *COOH decompo-
sition and *CO desorption harder. The Ag adsorption site
of the doped LSA0.05M weakens the adsorption of
*COOH and *CO due to the formation of Ag from lattice
Ag+. This partially explains the enhanced ECR perform-
ance on the in operando‐formed perovskite–Ag interface.

4 | CONCLUSION

We demonstrate the perovskite oxide LSA0.05M to be an
efficient electrocatalyst for ECR to CO. Driven by a
moderate overpotential (0.79 V), LSA0.05M exhibits a
high CO FE of 84.3%, a remarkable mass activity of
75 A g−1, and stability of 130 h. By comparing with the
inactive counterpart of LSM, the doping of Ag into the
perovskite is confirmed to be necessary for high‐
performance ECR. The concentration of Ag is an
influential factor and can be optimized for better catalytic
performance. Comparison of the crystal and electronic

FIGURE 5 The calculated free energy for ECR to CO on
LaMnO3 (001), LSA0.05M (001)‐Ag surface, and LSA0.05M (001)‐Sr
surface. LSA0.05M, (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3–δ.
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structure of LSA0.05M before and after ECR evidences
the in operando formation of an interface between the
evolved Ag and the perovskite, where Ag presents as a
uniform distribution with small particle size, benefiting
ECR performance. Theoretical calculations also indicate
the electrochemical reconstruction of LSA0.05M to form
the experimentally observed Ag–perovskite interface and
uncover a mechanism for enhanced catalysis involving
weakened *COOH and *CO adsorption that enhances CO
production. This study not only presents an excellent
perovskite catalyst for ECR to CO but may inspire a new
direction for the investigation of new electrocatalysts,
especially perovskite oxides, for promoting electroche-
mical reactions.
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